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Abstract
Probabilistic graphical models are powerful
tools which allow us to formalise our knowl-
edge about the world and reason about its
inherent uncertainty. There exist a consider-
able number of methods for performing infer-
ence in probabilistic graphical models; how-
ever, they can be computationally costly due
to significant time burden and/or storage re-
quirements; or they lack theoretical guaran-
tees of convergence and accuracy when ap-
plied to large scale graphical models. To this
end, we propose the Universal Marginaliser
Importance Sampler (UM-IS) – a hybrid in-
ference scheme that combines the flexibility
of a deep neural network trained on sam-
ples from the model and inherits the asymp-
totic guarantees of importance sampling. We
show how combining samples drawn from the
graphical model with an appropriate mask-
ing function allows us to train a single neu-
ral network to approximate any of the corre-
sponding conditional marginal distributions,
and thus amortise the cost of inference. We
also show that the graph embeddings can be
applied for tasks such as: clustering, clas-
sification and interpretation of relationships
between the nodes. Finally, we benchmark
the method on a large graph (>1000 nodes),
showing that UM-IS outperforms sampling-
based methods by a large margin while being
computationally efficient.
1. Introduction
Probabilistic Graphical Models (PGM) provide a nat-
ural framework for expressing the conditional indepen-
dence relationships between random variables. PGMs
are used to formalise our knowledge about the world
and for reasoning and decision-making. PGMs have
been successfully used for problems in a wide range
of real-life applications including information technol-
ogy, engineering, systems biology and medicine, among
others. In systems biology, the structure of a PGM is
usualy learned and used to infer different biological
properties from data [4]. For this type of application,
the structure (edges) of the network is the main out-
put. A particular example of a PGM is a Bayesian Net-
work (BN) where all variables in the graphical model
are discrete. These types of networks are widely used
for medical applications like diagnosis systems. For
this, the network structure is designed by experts and
is then used to infer the conditional marginal proba-
bility of diseases given a set of evidence that contains
observations for risk factors and/or symptoms (see
Fig. 4). In such domains, the penalty for errors during
inference can be potentially life-threatening. This risk
can be mitigated by choosing a more complex model
for the underlying process. However, exact inference
is often computationally intractable for complex mod-
els, and so approximate inference is required. Further-
more, if we increase the complexity of the models, then
the cost of inference will increase accordingly, limiting
the feasibility of available algorithms. Some approxi-
mate inference methods are: variational inference [28]
and Monte Carlo methods such as importance sam-
pling [20]. Variational inference methods can be fast
but do not target the true posterior. Monte Carlo in-
ference is consistent, but can be computationally ex-
pensive.
In this paper, we propose the Universal Marginaliser
Importance Sampler (UM-IS), an amortised inference-
based method for graph representation and efficient
computation of asymptotically exact marginals. In or-
der to compute the marginals, the UM still relies on
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Importance Sampling (IS). We use a guiding frame-
work based on amortised inference that significantly
improves the performance of the sampling algorithm
rather than computing marginals from scratch every
time we run the inference algorithm. This speed-up
allows us to apply our inference scheme on large PGMs
for interactive applications with minimum errors. Fur-
thermore, the neural network can be used to calculate
a vectorised representation of the evidence nodes. This
representations can then be used for various machine
learning tasks such as node clustering and classifica-
tion.
The main contributions of the proposed work are as
follows:
• We introduce UM-IS, a novel algorithm for amor-
tised inference-based importance sampling. The
model has the flexibility of a deep neural network
to perform amortised inference. The neural net-
work is trained purely on samples from the model
prior and it benfits from the asymptotic guaran-
tees of importance sampling.
• We demonstrate that the efficiency of importance
sampling is significantly improved, which makes
the proposed method applicable for interactive
applications that rely on large PGMs.
• We show on a variety of toy network and on a
medical knowledge graph (>1000 nodes) that the
proposed UM-IS outperforms sampling-based and
deep learning-based methods by a large margin,
while being computational efficient.
• We show that the networks embeddings can serve
as a vectorised representation of the provided ev-
idence for tasks like classification and clustering
or interpretation of node relationships.
2. Related Work
Currently, inference schemes in general PGMs use ei-
ther message passing algorithms [19], variational in-
ference [28, 21, 13, 12] or Markov Chain Monte Carlo
[8]. Some exact inference algorithms are computation-
ally expensive, within the context of the junction tree
construction, because the time complexity is exponen-
tial in the size of the maximal clique in the junction
tree [13]. In some cases, exact methods can be compu-
tationally efficient in a small graph or sparse regime [9].
However, it has been shown that on larger graphs such
methods converge to a local minimum [10] that can
be very different from the real marginals. Importance
sampling methods [2, 20] are well studied and converge
asymptotically to the global optimum. The caveat is
that constructing good importance sampling propos-
als for large PGMs is hard and requires expert knowl-
edge [25]. For this reason, we focus on amortised infer-
ence, techniques which speed up sampling by allowing
us to “flexibly reuse inferences so as to answer a variety
of related queries” [6].
Amortised inference has been popular for Sequential
Monte Carlo and has been used to learn in advance
either parameters [7] or a discriminative model which
provides conditional density estimates [18, 22]. These
conditional density estimates can be used as propos-
als for importance sampling. This approach was also
explored in [16]. The authors use MADE, a fixed se-
quential density estimator [5]. In contrast, our method
can be seen as further extension of MADE, a general
density estimator, able to learn from arbitrary sets of
evidence.
Feed-forward neural networks have recently been de-
ployed to perform amortised inference [17, 23]. For
this application, neural networks are serving as non-
iterative approximate inference methods, trained by
minimising the error between sets of evidence and pre-
dicted posteriors. They have been successfully applied
to a variety of computer vision tasks, where the graph-
ical model and its corresponding neural network for
inference is trained jointly by maximising the varia-
tional evidence lower bound [17]. In a similar fashion,
[23] introduced stochastic back-propagation, a set of
rules for gradient back-propagation through stochas-
tic variables. The algorithm can be used to perform
highly efficient inference in large scale PGMs.
Recently, probabilistic programming languages have
become popular for describing and performing infer-
ence in a variety of PGMs bypassing the burden on
the user of having to implement the inference method.
For example, [24] applied deep amortised inference to
learn network parameters and later perform approxi-
mate inference on a PGM. Such models either follow
the control flow of a predefined sequential procedure,
or are restricted to a fixed set of evidence.
3. Universal Marginalizer (UM)
The Universal Marginaliser (UM) is a feed-forward
neural network, used to perform fast, single-pass ap-
proximate inference on general PGMs at any scale.
The UM can be used together with importance sam-
pling as the proposal distribution, to obtain asymp-
totically exact results when estimating marginals of
interest. We refer to this hybrid model as the Uni-
versal Marginaliser Importance Sampler (UM-IS). In
this section, we introduce the notation and the train-
ing algorithm for the UM (see supplementary material
Section 1 for an introduction to importance sampling).
Figure 1: Universal Marginaliser: The UM performs scalable and efficient inference on graphical models. This
figure shows one pass through the network. First, (1) a sample is drawn from the PGM, (2) values are then
masked and (3) the masked set is passed through the UM, which then, (4) computes the marginal posteriors.
3.1. Notation
A Bayesian Network (BN) encodes a distribution P
over the random variables X = {X1, . . . , XN} through
a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), the random vari-
ables are the graph nodes and the edges dictate the
conditional independence relationships between ran-
dom variables. Specifically, the conditional indepen-
dence of a random variable Xi given its parents pa(Xi)
is denoted as P (Xi|pa(Xi)).
The random variables can be divided into two disjoint
sets, XO ⊂ X the set of observed variables within
the BN, and XU ⊂ X \XO the set of the unobserved
variables.
We utilise a Neural Network (NN) as an approximation
to the marginal posterior distributions P (Xi|XO =
xO) for each variable Xi ∈ X given an instantiation
xO of any set of observations. We define x˜O as the
encoding of the instantiation that specifies which vari-
ables are observed, and what their values are (see Sec-
tion 5.1). For a set of binary variables Xi with i ∈
0, ..., N , the desired network maps the N -dimensional
binary vector x˜O ⊂ BN to a vector in [0, 1]N repre-
senting the probabilities pi := P (Xi = 1|XO = xO):
Y = UM(x˜O) ≈ (p1, . . . , pN ). (1)
This NN is used as a function approximator, hence,
it can approximate any posterior marginal distribu-
tion given an arbitrary set of evidence XO. For this
reason, we call this discriminative model as the Uni-
versal Marginaliser (UM). Indeed, if we consider the
marginalisation operation in a Bayesian Network as a
function f : BN → [0, 1]N , then existence of a neu-
ral network which can approximate this function is a
direct consequence of the Universal Function Approx-
imation Theorem (UFAT) [11]. It states that, under
mild assumptions of smoothness, any continuous func-
tion can be approximated to an arbitrary precision by
a neural network of a finite, but sufficiently large, num-
ber of hidden units. Once the weights of the NN are
optimised, the activations of those hidden units can
be computed to any new set of evidence. They are a
compressed vectorised representation of the evidence
set and can be used for tasks such as node clustering
or classification.
3.2. Training a UM
In this section, we describe each step of the UM’s train-
ing algorithm for a given PGM. This model is typi-
cally a multi-output NN with one output per node in
the PGM (i.e. each variable Xi). Once trained, this
model can handle any type of input evidence instan-
tiation and produce approximate posterior marginals
P (Xi = 1|XO = xO).
The flow chart with each step of the training algo-
rithm is depicted in Fig. 2a. For simplicity, we assume
that the training data (samples for the PGM) is pre-
computed, and only one epoch is used to train the
UM.
In practice, the following steps 1–4 are applied for each
of the mini-batches separately rather than on a full
training set all at once. This improves memory effi-
ciency during training and ensures that the network
receives a large variety of evidence combinations, ac-
counting for low probability regions in P . The steps
are given as follows:
1. Acquiring samples from the PGM. The UM
is trained offline by generating unbiased samples (i.e.,
complete assignment) from the PGM using ancestral
sampling [15, Algorithm 12.2]. The PGM described
here only contains binary variables Xi, and each sam-
ple Si ∈ BN is a binary vector. In the next steps, these
vectors will be partially masked as input and the UM
will be trained to reconstruct the complete unmasked
vectors as output.
2. Masking. In order for the network to approxi-
mate the marginal posteriors at test time, and be able
to do so for any input evidence, each sample Si must
be partially masked. The network will then receive
as input a binary vector where a subset of the nodes
initially observed were hidden, or masked. This mask-
ing can be deterministic, i.e., always masking specific
nodes, or probabilistic. We use a different masking
distribution for every iteration during the optimiza-
tion process. This is achieved in two steps. First, we
sample two random numbers from a uniform distribu-
tion i, j ∼ U [0, N ] where N is the number of nodes in
the graph. Next, we mask from randomly selected i
(j) number of nodes the positive (negative) state. In
this way, the ratio between the positive and negative
evidence and the total number of masked nodes is dif-
ferent with every iteration. A network with a large
enough capacity will eventually learn to capture all
these possible representations.
There is some analogy here to dropout in the input
layer and so this approach could work well as a regu-
lariser, independently of this problem [26]. However, it
is not suitable for this problem because of the constant
dropout probability for all nodes.
3. Encoding the masked elements. Masked ele-
ments in the input vectors Smaskedi artificially repro-
duce queries with unobserved variables, and so their
encoding must be consistent with the one used at test
time. The encodings are detailed in Section 5.1.
4. Training with Cross Entropy Loss. We trained
the NN by minimising the multi-label binary cross en-
tropy of the sigmoid output layer and the unmasked
samples Si.
5. Outputs: Posterior marginals. The desired
posterior marginals are approximated by the output
of the last NN-layer. We can use these values as a first
estimate of the marginal posteriors (UM approach);
however, combined with importance sampling, these
approximated values can be further refined (UM-IS
approach). This is discussed in Sections 4.1 and is
empirically verified in Section 5.2.
4. Hybrid: UM-IS
4.1. Sequential UM for Importance Sampling
The UM is a discriminative model which, given a set
of observations XO, will approximate all the poste-
rior marginals. While useful on its own, the esti-
mated marginals are not guaranteed to be unbiased.
To obtain a guarantee of asymptotic unbiasedness
while making use of the speed of the approximate
solution, we use the estimated marginals for propos-
als in importance sampling. A naïve approach is to
sample each Xi ∈ XU independently from UM(x˜O)i,
where UM(x˜O)i is the i-th element of vector UM(x˜O).
However, the product of the (approximate) posterior
marginals may be very different to the true posterior
joint, even if the marginal approximations are good
(see supplementary material Section 2 for more de-
tails).
The universality of the UM makes the following
scheme possible, which we call the Sequential Uni-
versal Marginaliser Importance Sampling (SUM-IS).
A single proposal is sampled xS sequentially as fol-
lows. First, a new partially observed state is intro-
duced x˜S∪O and it is initialised to x˜O. Then, we
sample [xS ]1 ∼ UM(x˜O)1, and update the previous
sample x˜S∪O such that X1 is now observed with this
value. We repeat this process, at each step sampling
[xS ]i ∼ UM(x˜S∪O)i, and updating x˜S∪O to include
the new sampled value. Thus, we can approximate
the conditional marginal for a node i given the current
sampled state XS and evidence XO to get the optimal
proposal Q?i as follows:
Q?i = P (Xi|{X1, . . . , Xi−1} ∪XO) ≈ UM(x˜S∪O)i.
(2)
Thus, the full sample xS is drawn from an implicit
encoding of the approximate posterior joint distribu-
tion given by the UM. This is because the product of
sampled probabilities from Equation 3 is expected to
yield low variance importance weights when used as a
proposal distribution.
Q = UM(x˜O)1
N∏
i=2
UM(x˜S∪O)i (3)
≈ P (X1|XO)
N∏
i=2
P (Xi|X1, . . . , Xi−1,XO). (4)
The process by which we sample from these proposals
is illustrated in Algorithm 1 and in Fig. 2b. The nodes
are sampled sequentially, using the UM to provide a
conditional probability estimate at each step. This
requirement can affect computation time, depending
on the parallelisation scheme used for sampling. In
our experiments, we observed that some parallelisation
efficiency can be recovered by increasing the number
of samples per batch.
4.2. UM Architecture
The architecture of the UM is shown in Fig. 3. It is
mostly similar to a denoising auto-encoder (see [27])
but with multiple branches – one branch for each node
of the graph. In our experiments, we noticed that the
cross entropy loss for different nodes highly depends
1. Samples from PGM: Si ∈ {0, 1}N .
2. Mask S: M : {0, 1} → {0, 1, ∗}, M : probabilistic and/or deterministic.
3. Input: Smaskedi :=M(Si) ∈ {0, 1, ∗}N , Labels: Si
4. Neural network with sigmoid output.
5. Output: Predicted Posterior P (Si|Smaskedi )
min. entropy loss
(a) UM Training: The process to train a Uni-
versal Marginaliser using binary data generated
from a Bayesian Network
Input: Xˆ ∈ {0, 1, ∗}N
NN Input: Xˆ ∪ {X1, ...Xi−1} ∈ {0, 1, ∗}N
UM (Trained neural network)
Output: q = Q(Xi|Xˆ ∪ {X1, ...Xi−1})
Sample node Xi with q as proposal
i = i+ 1
node sample Xi ∈ {0, 1}
Output: One sample from joint Q(Xˆ)
(b) Inference using UM-IS: The part in the
box is repeated N times, for each node i in topo-
logical order
Figure 2: Training and inference of the UM-IS.
Algorithm 1 Sequential Universal Marginalizer im-
portance sampling
1: Order the nodes topologically X1, ...XN , where N
is the total number of nodes.
2: for j in [1,...,M ] (where M is the total number of
samples): do
3: x˜S = ∅
4: for i in [1,...N ]: do
5: sample node xi from Q(Xi) =
UM(x˜S∪O)i ≈ P (Xi|XS ,XO)
6: add xi to x˜S
7: [xS ]j = x˜S
8: wj =
∏N
i=1
Pi
Qi
(where Pi is the likelihood, Pi =
P (Xi = xi|xS∩pa(Xi)) and Qi = Q(Xi = xi))
9: Ep[X] =
∑M
j=1Xjwj∑M
j=1 wj
(as in standard IS)
on the number of parents and its depth in the graph.
To simplify the network and reduce the number of pa-
rameters, we share the weights of all fully connected
layers that correspond to specific type of nodes. The
types are defined by the depth in the graph (type 1
nodes have no parents, type 2 nodes have only type
1 nodes as parents etc.). The architecture of the best
performing model on the large medical graph has three
types of nodes and the embedding layer has 2048 hid-
den states (more details are in Section 5.1).
5. Experiments
In our experiments, we chose the best performing UM
in terms of Mean Absolute Error (MAE) on the test
set for the subsequent experiments. We use ReLU
non-linearities, apply dropout [26, 1] on the last hid-
den layer and use the Adam optimization method [14]
with batchsize of 2000 samples per batch for parameter
learning. We have also included batch normalization
between the fully connected layers. To train the model
on a large medical graphical model, we used in total a
stream of 3× 1011 samples, which took approximately
6 days on a single GPU.
5.1. Setup
Graph: We carry out our experiments on a large
(>1000 nodes) proprietary Bayesian Network for med-
ical diagnosis representing the relationships between
risk factors, diseases and symptoms. A illustration of
the model structure is given in Fig. 4c.
Model: We tried different NN architectures with a
grid search over the values of the hyperparameters
and on the number of hidden layers, number of
states per hidden layer, learning rate and strength of
regularisation through dropout.
Test set: The quality of approximate condi-
tional marginals was measured using a test set of
posterior marginals computed for 200 sets of evidence
via ancestral sampling with 300 million samples. The
test evidence set for the medical graph was generated
by experts from real data. The test evidence set for
the synthetic graphs was sampled from a uniform
distribution. We used standard importance sampling,
which corresponds to the likelihood weighting algo-
rithm for discrete Bayesian networks [15, Chapter 12],
with 8 GPUs over the course of 5 days to compute
precise marginal posteriors of all test sets.
Metrics: Two main metrics are considered: the
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) given by the absolute
difference of the true and predicted node posteriors
and the Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC) of the
true and predicted marginal vectors. Note that we
(a) Directed Graphical Model
(b) UM architecture
Figure 3: Graphical Model and the corresponding UM architecture. The nodes of (a) the graph are categorized
by their depth inside the network and the weights of (b) the UM neural network are shared for nodes of the same
category.
did not observe negative correlations and therefore
both measures are bounded between 0 and 1. We
also used the Effective Sample Size (ESS) statistic
for the comparison with the standard importance
sampling. This statistics measures the efficiency
of the different proposal distributions used during
sampling. In this case, we do not have access to the
normalising constant of the posterior distribution, the
ESS is defined as (
∑M
i=1 wi)
2/
∑M
i=1(wi)
2, where the
weights, wi, are defined in Step 8 of Algorithm 1.
Data Representation: We consider a one hot
encoding for the unobserved and observed nodes.
This representation only requires two binary values
per node. One value represents if the node is observed
and positive ([0,1]) and the other value represents
whether this node is observed and negative ([1,0]). If
the node is unobserved or masked, then both values
are set to zero ([0,0]).
5.2. Results
In this section, we first discuss the results of different
architectures for the UM, then compare the perfor-
mance of importance sampling with different proposal
functions. Finally, we discuss the efficiency of the al-
gorithm.
UM Architecture and Performance: We used a
hyperparameter grid search on the different network
architectures and data representations. The algorith-
mic performance was not greatly affected for different
types of data representations. We hypothesise that
this is due to the fact that neural networks are flex-
ible models capable of handling different types of in-
puts efficiently by capturing the representations within
the hidden layers. In contrast, the network architec-
ture of the UM strongly depends on the structure of
the PGM. For this reason, a specific UM needs to be
trained for each PGM. This task can be computation-
ally expensive but once the UM is trained, it can be
used to compute the approximate marginals in a sin-
gle forward pass on any new and even unseen set of
evidence.
UM for Inference in PGMs: In order to evaluate
the performance of sampling algorithms, we monitor
the change in PCC and MAE on the test sets with
respect to the total number of samples. We notice
that across all experiments, a faster increase in the
maximum value or the PCC is observed when the
UM predictions are used as proposals for importance
sampling. This effect becomes more pronounced as
the size of the graphical model increases. Fig. 4
indicates standard IS (blue line) reaches PCC close
to 1 and an MAE close to 0 on the small network
with 96 nodes. In this case of very small graphs, both
algorithms converge quickly to the exact solution.
However, UM-IS (orange-line) still outperforms IS and
converges faster, as seen in Fig. 4a. For the synthetic
graph with 798 nodes, standard IS reaches an MAE
of 0.012 with 106 samples, whereas the UM-IS error
is 3 times lower (0.004) for the same number of
samples. The same conclusions can also be drawn for
PCC. Most interestingly, on the large medical PGM
(Fig. 4c), the UM-IS with 105 samples exhibits better
performance than standard IS with 105 samples in
terms of MAE and PCC. In other words, the time
(and computational costs) of the inference algorithm
is significantly reduced by factor of ten or more. We
expect this improvement to be even stronger on much
larger graphical models (see supplementary material
Section 3 for more details). We also include the results
of a simple UM architecture as a baseline. This simple
UM (UM-IS-Basic) has one single hidden layer that
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(b) Synthetic graph, 768 nodes.
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(c) Medical PGM, (∼1200 nodes.)
Figure 4: Performance on three different graphical models. We applied inference through importance sampling
with and without the support of a trained UM and evaluate it in terms of Pearson Correlation Coefficient (PCC),
Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and Effective Sampling Size (ESS). The medical PGM described in the paper was
designed with the help of the medical experts and contains ∼1200 nodes.
is shared for all nodes of the PGM. We can see that
the MAE and PCC still improved over standard IS.
However, UM-IS with multiple fully connected layers
per group of nodes significantly outperforms the basic
UM by a large margin. There are two reasons for this.
First, the model capacity of the UM is higher which
allows to learn more complex structures from the
data. Secondly, the losses in the UM are spread across
all groups of nodes and the gradient update steps are
optimised with the right order of magnitude for each
group. This prevents the model from overfitting to
the states of a specific type of node with a significant
higher loss.
Graph Embedding: Extracting meaningful
representations form the evidence set is an additional
interesting feature of the UM. In this section, we
demonstrate the qualitative results for this applica-
tion. The graph embeddings are extracted as the
2048 dimensional activations of the inner layer of
the UM (see Fig. 3). They are a low-dimensional
vectorised representation of the evidence set in which
the graphs structure is preserved. That means that
the distance for nodes that are tightly connected
in the PGM should be smaller that the distance to
nodes than are independent. In order to visualise this
feature, we plot the first two principal components
of the embeddings from different evidence sets in
which we know that they are related. We use the
evidence set from the medical PGM with different
diseases, risk-factors and symptoms as nodes. Fig. 5a
shows that the embeddings of sets with active Type-1
and Type-2 diabetes are collocated. Although the
two diseases have different underlying cause and
(a) Diabetes embeddings. (b) Smoke, Obesity embeddings.
Figure 5: The figures show the embeddings filtered for two set of symptoms and risk factors, where each scatter
point corresponds to a set of evidence. The display embedding vectors correspond to the first two components.
It can be seen that they separate quite well unrelated medical concepts and show an overlap for concepts which
are closely related.
Table 1: Classification performances using two differ-
ent features. Each classifier is trained on - dense the
dense embedding as features, and input - the top layer
(UM input) as features. The target (output) is always
the disease layer.
Linear SVC Ridge
dense input dense input
F1 0.67± 0.01 0.07± 0.00 0.66± 0.04 0.17± 0.01
Precision 0.84± 0.03 0.20± 0.04 0.81± 0.06 0.22± 0.04
Recall 0.58± 0.02 0.05± 0.00 0.59± 0.04 0.16± 0.01
Accuracy 0.69± 0.01 0.31± 0.01 0.63± 0.02 0.27± 0.01
connections in the graphical model (i.e pancreatic
beta-cell atrophy and insulin-resistance respectively),
they share similar symptoms and complications (e.g
cardiovascular diseases, neuropathy, increased risk of
infections etc.). A similar clustering can be seen in
Fig. 5b for two cardiovascular risk factors: smoking
and obesity, interestingly collocated with a sign seen
in patient suffering from a severe heart condition (i.e
unstable angina, or acute coronary syndrome): chest
pain at rest.
Node Classfication: To further asses the qual-
ity of the UM embeddings, we performed experiments
for node classification with different features and two
different classifiers. More precisely, we train a SVM
and Ridge regression model with thresholded binary
output for multi-task disease detection. These models
were trained to detect the 14 most frequent diseases
from (a) the set of evidence or (b) the embedding of
that set. We used 5-fold standard cross validation
with a grid search over the hyperparameter of both
models and the number of PCA components for data
preprocessing. Table 2 shows the experimental results
for the two types of features. As expected, the models
that were trained on the UM embeddings reach a
significantly higher performance across all evaluation
meassures. This is mainly because the embeddings
of the evidence set are effectively compressed and
structured and also preserve the information form
the graph structure. Note that the mapping from
the evidence set to the embeddings was optimised
with an large number of generated samples (3 ∗ 1011)
during the UM learning phase. Therefore, these
representations can be used to build more robust ma-
chine learning methods for classfication and clustering
rather then using the raw evidence set to the PGM.
6. Conclusion
This paper introduces a Universal Marginaliser based
on a neural network which can approximate all con-
ditional marginal distributions of a PGM. We have
shown that a UM can be used via a chain decompo-
sition of the BN to approximate the joint posterior
distribution, and thus the optimal proposal distribu-
tion for importance sampling. While this process is
computationally intensive, a first-order approximation
can be used requiring only a single evaluation of a UM
per evidence set. We evaluated the UM on multiple
datasets and also on a large medical PGM demonstrat-
ing that the UM significantly improves the efficiency of
importance sampling. The UM was trained offline us-
ing a large amount of generated training samples and
for this reason, the model learned an effective repre-
sentation for amortising the cost of inference. This
speed-up makes the UM (in combination with impor-
tance sampling) applicable for interactive applications
that require a high performance on very large PGMs.
Furthermore, we have explored the use of the UM em-
beddings and we have shown that they can be used
for tasks such as classification, clustering and inter-
pretability of node relations. These UM embeddings
make it possible to build more robust machine learning
applications that rely on large generative models.
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7. Appendices
In this section, we review IS and describe how it is used for computing the marginals of a PGM given a set of
evidence.
7.1. Sampling with a Proposal Distribution
In BN inference, Importance Sampling (IS) is used to provide the posterior marginal estimates P (XU |XO). To
do so, we draw samples xU from a distribution Q(XU |XO), known as the proposal distribution. The proposal
distribution must be defined such that we can both sample from and evaluate it efficiently. Provided we can
evaluate P (XU ,XO), and that this distribution is such that XU contain the Markov boundary of XO along with
all its ancestors, IS states that we can form posterior estimates:
P (XU = xU |XO = xO) =
∫
1xU (x)
P (x|xO)
Q(x|xO)Q(x|xO)dx
=
Q(xO)
P (xO)
∫
1xU (x)
P (x,xO)
Q(x,xO)
Q(x|xO)dx
= lim
n→∞
n∑
i=1
1xU (xi)
wi∑n
j=1 wj
,
(5)
where xi ∼ Q and wi = P (xi,xO)/Q(xi,xO) are the importance sampling weights and 1xU (x) is an indicator
function for xU .
The simplest proposal distribution is the prior, P (XU ). However, as the prior and the posterior may be very
different (especially in large networks) this is often an inefficient approach. An alternative is to use an estimate
of the posterior distribution as a proposal. In this work, we argue that the UM learns an optimal proposal
distribution.
7.2. Sampling from the Posterior Marginals
Take a BN with Bernoulli nodes and of arbitrary size and shape. Consider 2 specific nodes, Xi and Xj , such
that Xj is caused only and always by Xi:
P (Xj = 1|Xi = 1) = 1,
P (Xj = 1|Xi = 0) = 0.
Given evidence E, we assume that P (Xi|E) = 0.001 = P (Xj |E). We will now illustrate that using the posterior
distribution P (X|E) as a proposal will not necessarily yield the best result.
Say we have been given evidence, E, and the true conditional probability of P (Xi|E) = 0.001, therefore also
P (Xj |E) = 0.001. We naively would expect P (X|E) to be the optimal proposal distribution. However we can
illustrate the problems here by sampling with Q = P (X|E) as the proposal.
Each node k ∈ N will have a weight wk = P (Xk)/Q(Xk) and the total weight of the sample will be
w =
N∏
k=0
wk.
The weights should be approximately 1 if Q is close to P. However, consider the wj . There are four combinations
of Xi and Xj . We will sample Xi=1, Xj=1 only, in expectation, one every million samples, however when we do
the weight wj will be wj = P (Xj = 1)/Q(Xj = 1) = 1/0.001 = 1000. This is not a problem in the limit, however
if it happens for example in the first 1000 samples then it will outweigh all other samples so far. As soon as we
have a network with many nodes whose conditional probabilities are much greater than their marginal proposals
this becomes almost inevitable. A further consequence of these high weights is that, since the entire sample is
weighted by the same weight, every node probability will be effected by this high variance.
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(a) Synthetic graph, 384 nodes.
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(b) Synthetic graph, 1536 nodes.
Figure 6: Additional experimetns on very large synthetic graphs.
8. Performance on large graphical models
9. Node Classification with UM Embedding
UM for Node Classification: The UM incorporates a encoding step, encoding the input layer into one
shared Embedding layer (as discussed in Section 5.2). To asses the quality of this embedding step, we perform
classification experiments. First, we train a classifier from the input layer S to the output layer P . Then,
we compare to a classifier trained on the dense shared embedding to the output layer P . The dense shared
embedding should encode all information present in the input layers separated for prediction (compare Fig. 5).
Linear SVC RBF SVC Ridge
dense input dense input dense input
F1 0.67± 0.01 0.07± 0.00 0.68± 0.01 0.05± 0.01 0.66± 0.04 0.17± 0.01
Precision 0.84± 0.03 0.20± 0.04 0.85± 0.02 0.16± 0.09 0.81± 0.06 0.22± 0.04
Recall 0.58± 0.02 0.05± 0.00 0.58± 0.02 0.04± 0.00 0.59± 0.04 0.16± 0.01
Accuracy 0.69± 0.01 0.31± 0.01 0.69± 0.01 0.32± 0.01 0.63± 0.02 0.27± 0.01
Table 2: Classifier performances for three different classifiers. Each classifier is trained on - "dense" the dense
embedding as features, and "input" - the top layer (UM input) as features. The target (output) is always the
disease layer.
We compute embeddings for 853 samples with 14 diseases and use them to train an SVM classifier [3] for disease
detection.
See the comparison of classifier performance in Table 2. The learnt embedding significantly increases the perfor-
mance for each classifier (about one order of magnitude).
